Introduction""
This*section*describes*the*climate*variability*used*to*select*the*analysis*time*periods*for*each*of* the*catchments,*the*chosen*parameter*bounds*for*the*algorithms,*limitations*to*the*calibration* technique,*and*the*percent*bias*results*from*the*experiments.*A*summary*of*datasets*is*also* included*describing*the*Borg*multiQobjective*calibration*results,*along*with*United*States* Geological*Survey*(USGS)*[U.S. (Geological(Survey,(2017] *observed*streamflow*and*suspended* sediment*data*for*each*of*the*experiments.*For*each*of*the*multiQobjective*calibrations,*five* random*seeds*were*combined*to*generate*a*single,*comprehensive*dataset.*For*USGS* observations,*streamflow*and*sediment*data*were*combined*into*one*file*for*each*catchment.* In*catchments*where*the*USGS*data*was*provided*as*suspended*sediment*concentration,*we* computed*the*suspended*sediment*load*by*multiplying*the*concentration*by*the*coincident* streamflow*and*appropriately*adjusted*the*units.*
Text"S1."
The*selection*of*modeling*periods*was*geared*towards*capturing*a*range*of*climate,* including*both*wet*and*dry*years*within*each*experiment*(Figure*S1).*Bounds*for*streamflow* and*SSL*parameters*were*selected*from*the*literature*for*each*algorithm* [Maidment,*1993; * Donigian(and(Love,*2003; *Doten(et(al.,*2006; *Demaria(et(al.,*2007; *Troy(et(al.,*2008; *Yanto(et(al.,* 2017] *and*are*shown*in*Table*S1.*Table*S1*also*clarifies*which*parameters*were*used*in*the* individual*and*the*joint*calibrations.* The*joint*calibration*method*was*limited*because*only*two*objective*functions*were* used*for*each*algorithm,*compared*with*six*objective*functions*used*in*the*individual* calibrations.*The*selection*of*the*number*and*type*of*objective*functions*therefore*could*have* impacted*the*results* [Gupta(et(al.,*1998 ].*We*also*acknowledge*a*discrepancy*in*the*manner*for* which*the*SSL*algorithms*were*calibrated,*as*statistical*calibration*was*used*for*the*MRC*and* the*LOADEST*and*multiQobjective*optimization*was*used*for*the*MUSLE,*the*HSPF,*and*the* DHSVM.*This*setQup*reflects*the*fact*that*the*MRC*and*the*LOADEST*are*commonly* formulated*through*statistical*regression* [Glysson,*1987; *Runkel(et(al.,*2004] .*Another*limitation* to*the*calibration*method*was*that*the*individual*calibrations*had*better*overall*performance* than*the*joint*calibrations.*Though*this*could*be*an*artifact*of*the*parameter*and*objective* function*selection,*it*also*implies*that*there*were*tradeoffs*between*the*algorithms.*Therefore,* to*get*maximum*performance*from*an*individual*algorithm,*it*could*be*argued*that*an* individual*calibration*with*more*objective*functions*is*preferred.*However,*this*would*limit*a*key* novelty*of*the*multiQalgorithm*technique,*allowing*for*exploration*of*algorithm*structure*with* consistent*settings.*Importantly,*the*multiQalgorithm*setup*expresses*a*range*of*structural* uncertainty*from*a*single*VIC*simulation.** The*satisfactory*criteria*from*Moriasi*et*al.*(2007)*were*met*for*percent*bias*for*most*of* the*SSL*algorithms*in*the*three*joint*calibration*experiments* (Figure*S2 ).*Validation* performance*was*poor*for*the*three*experiments.*However,*in*the*transfer*to*a*neighboring* catchment,*multiple*algorithms*met*the*satisfactory*criteria*in*only*CCQEarly*and*CLPQL,*akin*to* NSE*performance.*During*the*transfer,*satisfactory*performance*was*achieved*in*percent*bias* for*a*greater*number*of*SSL*algorithms*than*was*achieved*for*NSE.* Figure"S1.*Average*daily*temperature*and*precipitation*for*each*experiment*during*the*a)* calibration*period,*and*b)*validation*period.*Data*was*obtained*from*Livneh*et*al.*(2015).*CLPQL* has*a*bias*towards*cold*and*dry*years*during*the*calibration*period*and*towards*cold*years* during*validations,*whereas*CCQEarly,*CCQLate*and*CLPQF*are*more*normally*distributed*with*a* central*tendency*of*warmer*years*than*CLPQL.* * Figure"S2.*Percent*bias*performance*for*calibration,*validation*and*transfer*periods*for*all* algorithms*in*CLPQL,*CCQEarly,*and*CCQLate.*Calibration*runs*used*the*top*solutions*from*the* joint*calibration*from*each*experiment,*and*validation*runs*used*the*same*solutions*over*a* different*period*within*the*same*catchment.*Transfer*runs*applied*the*top*solutions*from*each* experiment*to*the*CLPQF*catchment.*Error*bars*represent*the*range*in*performance* surrounding*the*median*of*the*solutions.*Values*of*bias*>*200%*are*plotted*as*200%*for* visualization*purposes.*The*highlighted*boxes*indicate*satisfactory*criteria*from*Moriasi*et*al.*
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